The PGP is Hunter’s original product—the item that put the company on the map. Its exceptional design and impressive performance consistently provide beautiful results in a variety of residential and light commercial settings. The PGP’s engineered nozzles distribute water evenly, making this sprinkler unequalled in reliability, durability, versatility, and value. With its endless built-in features and Hunter’s years of experience in gear-drive technology, it’s no wonder the PGP remains the professional’s choice year after year.
Why Choose PGP?

- Pop-up sprinkler rotates silently then disappears when the job is done
- Waters evenly and efficiently
- Has precise pattern control with no wasteful splash onto walkways or buildings
- Whisper-quiet rotation, without impact or clatter
- Through-the-top adjustment with helpful symbol makes it easy to adjust, wet or dry
- Easy fine-tuning without changing nozzles

Built to Last

- Integral rubber cover with membrane-covered sockets keeps dirt out
- Large dirty water screen puts an end to nozzle clogging

Our pop-up sprinklers disappear when the job is done, providing a clean look and added safety.

PGP-ADJ Pop-up Rotary Sprinkler

Helping our customers succeed is what drives us. While our passion for innovation and engineering is built into everything we do, it is our commitment to exceptional support that we hope will keep you in the Hunter family of customers for years to come.

Gregory R. Hunter, President of Hunter Industries